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SUSPENSION & AIMING FOR SINGLE CABINETS

STEERABLES
Swivel Beam Series

STEERABLES®

STEERABLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM
The Swivel Beam is a load rated overhead suspension product used to suspend
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Installation Procedure:
Step 1: FEATURES:
STANDARD

Suspend the Swivel Beam to the selected suspension hardware (cable or
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SPECIFICATIONS:

PACKAGE CONTENTS:

Material: Alloy Structural Steel Tube

1 pc

Swivel Beam

Finish: Powder Coat Paint
Color: Black
WLL: 685 lb / 311 Kg

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Figure 2

Design Factor: 7:1

► Wire Rope Supplies
► Eyebolts, Shackles, Turnbuckles

Pack Count: 1/carton

► Beam Clamps, Swivel Rings, Truss Clamps
DIMENSIONS:

Step 2:

13.0”
10.0”

Standard Speaker Suspension:
Suspend the loudspeaker to the pad eyes of the lower beam using the
selected load rated rigging hardware (cables
or chain). Attach the pull back
4.86”
cable to the rear pad eye of the lower beam to achieve desired speaker tilt
angle (Figure 2).
8.5” 6.0”
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ALWAYS INSTALL SAFETY CABLES
WARNING: Mounting and/or suspension of audio and video equipment requires
experienced professionals. Improperly installed loudspeakers can result in property
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WARNING: Mounting and/or suspension loudspeakers requires experi-
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STEERABLES®

Step 2
Steerables Adjustable Tilt Cable Suspension:
Figure 3

Attached the two fixed cable kit to the two front suspension points
of the speaker. Attach the pull back cable to the rear suspension
point of the speaker. Captured one end of the fixed cable and the
clutch lock of the pull back cable using a shackle. Capture the other
fixed cable and the other end of the pull back cable using a shackle.
Suspend the loudspeaker
to the pad eyes of the lower beam using the shackle from the
two-fixed cable and pull back cable (Figure 3). See Adjustable
Tilt Cable kit Instruction sheet for detail installation.

Figure 4

Step 3
Adjust the speaker’s horizontal angle by rotating the lower beam
until the desired horizontal angle is achieved (Figure 4).

Step 4
Tighten the ½” x 5.5” long bolt permanently to set the pan angle
of the speaker.

Note to installers:
Due to the wide variety of wall structures, materials and mounting methods, the installing contractor must exercise proper judgment in selecting the mounting area and hardware. As a
guide, the installation, when complete should be capable of supporting 5 to 10 times the actual applied load. Always use a backup safety system such as a safety cable. To assure a
trouble-free installation, read through and follow these instructions carefully before beginning. If you have doubts about the integrity of the structure you are mounting to or you are not
sure about the proper hardware to use, consult a structural and/or hardware specialist.
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ALWAYS INSTALL SAFETY CABLES
WARNING: Mounting and/or suspension of audio and video equipment requires
experienced professionals. Improperly installed loudspeakers can result in property
damage, personal injury and/or liability to the installing contractor.

